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I've been talking about the Dharma activity and telling you, over and over again, that

according to Buddhism, the Dharma activity is the activity that makes this Great Cosmos that we

live in, and at the same time, makes all of us existent beings.  We are told that, in the beginning,

when Buddha taught his disciples he didn't  call  the Dharma activity  the Dharma activity,  he

called it the activity of The Tathagata.  We are also told that it was only later in his teaching

career that he started calling the activity of the Tathagata, the Dharma activity.  He took up this

word Dharma, which was possibly the most popular word of his age, and decided to use that

word.  I've come to today having told you about the Dharma activity endlessly, over and over.

But maybe that is enough about the Dharma activity for now, and so finally today, I can start

talking  about  the second of the Three  Statements  of Rinzai.  However,  you can't  really  start

talking about the Second Statement without talking about the First Statement.  If you start talking

about the Second Statement, right away, you have to start talking about the First Statement again,

and that is talking about the Dharma activity. 

 The first thing to be said about the Dharma activity is that it is an activity that you really

cannot describe in words.  Myogai in the Japanese pronunciation of the Chinese Myiao chieh, in

the  Chinese  means  something  that  you  just  can't  express  in  words,  subtle,  exquisite,

understanding, that is beyond words.  So, of course, the word Myiao chiech or Myo gai which the

translator has been struggling to try to translate in one way or another, is really pointing to the

Dharma activity, itself.  The way this Myo gai, this subtle, exquisite understanding, is understood

here  to be pointing to  Manjusri's  kind of wisdom, this  fundamental  wisdom that  is  beyond

words, is the wisdom of the Dharma activity.   That is Manjusris' wisdom and that is what Myo

gai, Myiao chiech is pointing to. 

Rinzai  is  taking  up  a  legend  of  the  Bodhisatvva  Manjusri  and  how  Manjusri  gave
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Dharma talks.He is taking up this old story and in this story there is another person named Wu

chou or Mu chaku.  Mu chaku was someone, whom we are told, took the Bodhisattva Manjusuri's

wisdom and he, himself, was a bodhisattva who practiced that wisdom, just as he understood it.

There is an old story that Manjusuri Bodhisattva met Wu cho /muchaku bodhisattva on one of the

five famous peaks of China,  the peak called Rei San.  It really would take a long time to get into

all the details of the story, but the upshot of the story, is that Manjusuri's wisdom, the wisdom

that is beyond being expressed in words, can't be explained to anyone, no matter who appears,

even if it is a great bodhisattva like Wu chou.  It just can't be expressed in words. 

When plus and minus become one, the state that manifests is something that can't be

compared to anything.  It is the One and Only, totally unique thing, that can't be compared to

anything else.   When plus and minus become one, that is the manifestation of the true activity of

the Dharma.  That state of unification that we call the manifestation of One True Nature or the

manifestation of True Love, is a state that nobody can talk about, it is a state that nobody can see.

It is only when the "I am" self dissolves that that state of True Love manifests.  That is why

nobody can see it, that is why nobody can talk about it.  But, no matter how many times I tell you

that True Love, One True Nature, only manifests when the "I am" is gone, you still seem to insist

on blabbering and jabbering on and on, endlessly, about love.  This is very important.  One True

Nature  inevitably  manifests.   That  is  the  state  that  manifests  when  the  "I  am"  self  has

disappeared.  Here that activity is called exquisite, inexpressible understanding, the activity of

the wisdom of Manjusri Bodhisattva.   

 I have been telling you that there are two essential types of knowing: the knowing that

we call thinking, and the knowing that is truly knowing, in which you have actually done exactly

as you had thought.  When you can put your thoughts into practice, when you can actually do

your thoughts, that is called the manifestation of True Wisdom, and in that kind of wisdom, that

kind of true knowing, there is no more need for any thinking.  According to Buddhism, it was

Siddhartha who was the first person in human history to actually manifest this kind of wisdom

that appears when the "I am" self is totally gone.  Siddhartha was the first one that was actually

able to experience this state, thoroughly.  Siddhartha experienced that state of Perfect Wisdom,
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but he also experienced that that state of Perfect Wisdom is never fixated.  You can never remain

in that state of Perfect Wisdom and this is what he spoke about. 

What kind of an activity, exactly, is the activity of Perfect Wisdom?  The activity of

Perfect Wisdom has both the plus and the minus activities, as its content.  That activity of Perfect

Wisdom manifests the state that I have been talking about, over and over again, the state of True

Love, the state of Reality, itself, the state of One True Nature.  That manifestation of True Love

also is  called,  in Buddhism, the manifestation of Zero.  This Zero activity  is called the Zero

activity because it doesn't need to seek or search for anything.  It doesn't need to avoid or reject

anything.  It doesn't need to talk about anything.  

The manifestation of the Zero activity is also called the manifestation of the activity of

Emptiness.  And the young man, Siddhartha, is the one who experienced that emptiness activity,

experienced that Zero activity. Why did he call it the activity of Emptiness, Shunyata? He called

it the activity of Emptiness because it is the activity that manifests when the "I am" is utterly

gone, when it has completely disappeared. Siddhartha experienced that Emptiness activity, that

Zero Activity that has no "I am" and, therefore, is called the True Love activiy.  

In the beginning, when he first began to teach about this to his students, he called it the

Muni  activity.  Muni is a Sanskrit word that they used in India, and when Buddhism came to

China, the Chinese used other words to say the same thing, words meaning silence, or sacredness

or saintliness.  This state of Muni, of Sacredness, of Utter Silence is something that no one can

see as an object.  So why is it, even though you have been taught this so many times, that you

insist on taking True Love, you insist on taking Sacredness as an object, and blabbering on and

on about it?  I tell you, over and over again, that True Sacredness, the Silence that is beyond any

other silence doesn't exist as an object, and yet, you insist on talking about it as an object.  When

True Love manifests, you can't speak.   That state of not being able to say anything in True Love

is called the Truly Magnificent State.  

True Love, True Silence, Zero, Emptiness, all of these words are referring to an activity.

But what activity exactly is that?   It is the activity in which the two essential opposing forces of

plus and minus have become one.  Plus and minus become one.  But, Buddhism teaches further
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that, just as undoubtedly, they will separate from each other.  Buddhism says that every single

thing,  every single person, although they may not be aware of it,  is manifesting True Love.

When  the  two forces  of  plus  and minus  that  manifest  Emptiness,  that  manifest  True  Love,

separate from each other then, for the first time, something that can be called the subject and

something that can be called the object, manifest.  Here we teach that the subject is the activity of

minus and the object is the activity of plus.  This world that is the human world, our human

world, of course, is the Perfect Wisdom world that is separated into subject and object.  Subject

and object are opposing each other. 

When  it  comes  to  subject  and  object,  this  kind  of  philosophy  is  similar  to  Greek

philosophy, the Greek philosophy of subject and object.  They are, however, little bit different.

In Buddhism, when subject and object are taught about, we say that when subject and object

separated from each other,  there always will  appear a distance between them.  Most people,

however, almost everyone, forgets totally about this distance between subject and object and just

jumps  right  into  blabbering,  on  and  on,  about  the  relationship  between  subject  and  object.

Buddhism teaches  about  that  talking.   Buddhism teaches  about  how subject  and  object  are

connected and relate to each other and says that the activity of talking, in fact, is that distance

between subject and object disappearing and appearing, disappearing and appearing, over and

over again.  Buddhism says that when we talk about existing, that means that both the activities

of subject and object have been embodied by the distance between them.  

When Buddhism talks about non-existence, that is referring to the state where distance

between subject and object has vanished, the subject and object activities have taken back the

distance, and there is no more distance.  I'd like to try to say it a little more clearly.  When we

talk about existence, in terms of subject and object, that means that the plus activity and the

minus activity are both holding the space in between them.  When they completely take up that

distance between them, then the distance vanishes.  So, whether it is existence or non-existence,

both of these states are manifest through subject and object holding the distance between them.

In one case, they are holding it and in the other case, they are also holding it.  So, really, you

can't say that the distance exists, nor, can you say that it doesn't exist.  To say it simply, when
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they  completely  take  up  the  distance  between  them,  that  is  existence,  and  also,  when  they

completely take up the distance between them, that is non-existence.  People who are studying

Tathagata Zen are trying to practice the teachings of Buddhism, exactly.  For the Tathagata Zen

practitioner this "so called" question of existence and non-existence, well, it has been solved ages

ago.  It has been solved since the very birth of Buddhism, itself.  

Sometimes,  we can call  the existing activity,  the living activity  and the non-existing

activity, the dying activity. So when we talk about living and dying, we are talking about the

same exact question, the same problem.  In the same way, we can understand that the Complete

Living Activity manifests when the distance between subject and object is totally taken up, and

likewise, the Complete Perfect Dying Activity manifests when the distance between subject and

object is totally taken up.  But who is it that takes up this distance?  In Tathagata Zen, it is taught

that there is no one other than "I am" self that can take up this distance.  

When the "I am" self appears, as I always tell you, that is the very same moment that

past, present and future appear.  Among the three: past, present and future, it is the present that is

the very foundation of the self.  And that present moment self is embraced from the inside by the

plus activity and, simultaneously, embraced from the outside by the minus activity.  It is only

that self who is born, that present moment self, that can think about distances.  When that self

faces the future then the distance that  appears is  a distance that  belongs to tatha-agata,  thus

coming.  That self, however, also sees another distance, it sees the distance that appears when it

faces the past, as well.  Have you ever thought about it this way before?  I doubt it.

In Tathagata Zen, we say that the reason why you can't see clearly into the nature of your

self is because you come up with your own hypothesis and then you strut around, waving those

hypothesis  like  flags,  and you just  make nothing but  mistakes.   You just  think  nothing but

mistaken thinking.   Even taking this one problem of subject and object and the distance between

them, most people just arbitrarily, self-centeredly, decide that there is just one distance between

subject and object, and then try to deal with the problem in that way.   But you have to solve both

of these distances; you have to solve two distances.  You have to solve the distance between the
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present and the future, that is to say the distance between the self and the future, and also, the

distance between the present self and the past.  

In this same way, the teaching of Tathagata Zen says that whenever you have a front,

you also have a back.  Whenever you have a world in front of you, you also have a world behind

you.  You have to think in this way.  In Tathagata Zen, it is said that when the self makes

relationship with the future, at that very moment, it also must be making relationship with the

past.  If you can really understand what I am try to say, then finally, Zen practice will become

interesting for you.  

The activity of growing, the activity of developing, the activity that the self has as its

content, has both the future tatha-agata activity and the past tatha-gata activity, as its content.

When that "I am" self makes all of plus tatha-gata and all of minus tatha-agata its content, then it

is manifesting the Complete Self.  When all of plus and minus is made content, when all of the

living activity and all of the dying activity are, simultaneously, made content, then all of the plus

and all of the minus that were in and outside of the self have vanished.  There is nothing outside

of the self; it is just only the Perfect Self manifesting.  

There was that man, Nietzsche, the European guy, and he said, " God is dead."  That was

really cool. That was a really good thing that he said.  The thing that he said gave us this great

expression, and it is really true.  When you manifest the Perfect Self, you make a coffin for God

in your belly button and you lay him to rest in your belly button; there is no more God.  If you

say "God is dead", then you have to understand that you have buried that dead God in the coffin

in your belly button, so you should rub your belly button gently and love it.  

In Tathagata Zen, we take this teaching and actually do it for ourselves and say, speaking

from direct experience, we say that when all of living and dying, when all of plus and minus,

when all of tatha-gata and tatha-agata are made content, through the activity of growing, that is

the Ultimately Large. Tathagata Zen says that it is the Complete Self that is manifest when living

is  completed,  when living  doesn't  need to  be done,  anymore.   That  is  the Ultimately  Large
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manifestation of the unification of subject and object.  It would take an awfully long time to

explain this process in detail, but one thing that Buddhism talks about when it teaches about this

process, is that the Ultimately Large state, that is the Complete Living activity, only can manifest

because the living activity is helped by the dying activity, the plus activity is helped by the minus

activity.  This manifestation of the Perfect Self, this manifestation of the Great Cosmos, itself, is

manifest through the tatha-gata, living activity leading, being followed and helped by the tatha-

agata, dying activity. 

When we look back to the very first Root Source, when we look back to the very first

Origin, as I have been telling you, over and over again, that Origin isn't fixated.  It will go on to

minus the level two origin, the level two self.  In that process of the Origin manifesting a new

Origin, the Dharma activity passes through the separation of subject and object, and then the

unification of subject and object.  That process of separating subject and object and unifying

subject and object, again, repeats innumerable times, until finally, the Ultimately Large Perfect

Self manifests.  In this process, until the Ultimately Large Complete Self manifests, Buddhism

says  that  there  are  innumerable  true  Dharma  worlds,  innumerable  states  of  True  Love  that

appear, within this process.  

Buddhism also says ,that in this same exact process, there are also innumerable worlds of

sentient beings that manifest.   The imperfect selves appear when subject and object separate

from each other.  Each time subject and object separate in this process, the world of sentients,

innumerable sentient worlds manifest.   That is the world of distinctions.   But each world of

distinction, inevitably, will again meet the activity that unifies subject and object, and through

that  manifest  True Love.   The world of imperfect  selves,  the sentient  world is  the world of

imperfect love and then the world of True Love manifests, that is the world of the Complete Self.

You blabber and jabber, blah, blah, blah, endlessly.  It is because you are in the world of

imperfect selves that you do that.  When True Love manifests that is the Complete Self, and in

that state, there is no need to speak of anything, there is no need to seek, there is no need to

avoid.  I tell you this so many times, but yet, every time you hear it, you want to counter with

some thinking. You want to come up with some way to figure it out.   I just want to say, each
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time you want to do that, that is just your imperfect self appearing.  

Imperfect space appears; an imperfect distance appears.  That is the imperfect self.  If

that imperfect distance only makes relationship with, only becomes one with the future, that is

not  enough  to  manifest  the  Complete  Living  Activity,  the  Complete  Existing  Activity.

Unification must occur between the present and the future and between the present and the past.

Both  of  these  distances  must  become  one.   That  is  the  only  way  that  Complete  Existing,

Complete Living manifests.  This is, I suppose, a really difficult tenant to grasp, You really can't

be expected, if you've only done zazen for a year or two, to be able to get it.  

In any case, when the Complete Self does manifest, when Absolute Space, Perfect Space

does manifest, it manifests because the self has made the distance between present and future and

the distance between present and past, totally it's content.  The time has officially come to stop

and I should probably officially stop, but today is the last day of jidori sesshin, so I can't really

stop.  Please allow me a little more.  If your tank is so full that you just can't stand anymore,

quietly go out and take care of your business, and then you can come back and keep listening.

  When the Perfect Self manifests that doesn't need to do living, anymore, then the living

activity can rest.  The man with drool dripping down his chin, in utter exhaustion, takes a rest.

But the moment that the guy rests then his wife wakes right up.  Now she takes the lead in the

process and she sees him there disheveled, drooling, and thinks, " Oh, it would be terrible if he

caught  a  cold,"  so  she  takes  a  blanket  and  covers  him  up.   And,  here  it  is,  according  to

Buddhism, the Ultimately Large becomes the starting place for the return to the very first Root

Origin.  The activity begins to go back to its Source.  There are really many things that I need to

say about this, but in any case, Buddhism says that it is here that the self that must do dying

appears. The moment I say the self that must do dying appears, then people will pop up with

their own ideas about it, this and that idea about it.  

If  you have become a mother  or a father,  then you will  really  meet  the situation  of

needing to do the dying activity. The wife, the woman, will lead the activity, until without fail,

she arrives at the state of not needing to die, anymore.  But, just as you probably thought already,
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she wasn't able to arrive at that place of not needing to do dying, anymore, without being helped

by her husband, without being helped by the plus activity.  Tathagata Zen warns you, however,

you can never become a person who knows thoroughly the state of not needing to live, anymore,

and  the  state  of  not  needing  to  die,  anymore,  unless  you  have  become  a  person  who  has

experienced Perfect Wisdom, has experienced True Love, has really done True Love. 

 From this, you should come to understand the nature of how distance appears in the

process of the Complete Living activity being manifest and, also, the nature of how distance

appears in the process of the Complete Dying activity being manifest. In the dying process, in the

contracting process, in the process in which minus is leading, the contracting activity continues

by making plus and minus its content until it doesn't need to make plus and minus its content,

anymore. 

This teaching was popular, also, in the old days, In Japan.  This teaching that taught it

isn't possible to manifest the state of not needing to die, anymore, unless you have done True

Love for  yourself.   It  is  only through True Love that  you can manifest  not  needing to  die,

anymore.  It was so popular that the practice of True Lovers committing suicide together was

influenced by this teaching.  True Lovers committing suicide together isn't something that odd. It

isn't something weird or odd, it is something that people actually did.  But, in America and other

places, too, suicide is considered a crime.  You aren't permitted to commit suicide. But, that is

another story.  

This is the Dharma activity.  The living activity manifests and then completes itself at

the state of not needing to do living, anymore.  Then the dying activity manifests and completes

itself at the state of not needing to do dying, anymore, over and over.  In this process, always, the

Complete Perfect Self is being manifest.  This process of Perfect Selves manifesting one after the

next  is  what  Rinzai  is  calling  Myo  gai, Myou  Chiech,  subtle  inexpressible  understanding,

wisdom.  And no, it is not possible to go against this Dharma activity.  It is not possible to go

against this activity of living and dying.

 Then he starts talking about expedience, upaya, the self who is upaya and he says that
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that upaya self will manifest the living activity and will manifest the dying activity. But in that

process of manifesting the living and dying activities, the Ultimately Large and the Ultimately

Small will also be always appearing.  When the living activity manifests, inevitably, it will be

aided by the dying activity  and the Perfect Self will  appear.  Even insects, even birds, even

animals, through this same process, manifest complete selves.  But, only human beings can come

to manifest the Ultimately Large Perfect Self.  When the living activity manifests,  it  will be

helped by the dying activity and inevitably arrive at the Ultimately Large Cosmos, the Ultimately

Large Perfect Self.  Then the dying activity manifests and is helped by the living activity, and

through that process, the Ultimately Small Cosmos manifests.  

You can see from this, that the two essential forces are always loving each other, are

always doing the activity of giving love to each other.  So, this is what we have to do.  We have

to find, some way or another, find a way to manifest True Love, find a way to experience True

Love.  If we can't, then it is just all in vain. And, people are interested in love it seems.  Everyone

seems to be going around and saying that we have to love each other, that we have to live love,

that we have to live for love.  But, they are saying it from the standpoint of having stopped in

incomplete love, fixated in the imperfect self.  

I really have not yet gotten to the end of the Second Statement, although I wanted to, but

I should stop now because I really have gone over time, too much.  I'll get to the Third Statement

the next time.  I just want to add one more thing.  Be Careful!  Your self is appearing in front of

you and your self is also appearing behind you. However, be even more careful because the self

that is appearing in front is the self that must do living and the self appearing behind is the self

that must do dying.  You can't manifest Complete Living or Complete Dying without making

both of those selves your content.  But don't mistake this.  Buddhism says that, without fail, the

self  that  doesn't  need  to  live  anymore  manifests,  and also  the  self  that  doesn't  need  to  die

anymore, manifests.
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終

The End
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